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Pineapple pound cake strain

This strain, with its frosty lime green and golden calix tips, really takes the cake when it comes to new and exciting strains. It has 60% Sativa and 40% Indica strain, which gives heavy with an extremely unique terpene profile, which is great for concentrates! Geographical origins: Humboldt CountyScent: Pineapple and creamy vanilla
glazeFlavor: Slightly sharp with cream brulee finishEffects: high, which won't numb you, making it great for the smoke in the middle of the day. I saw this recipe online some time ago. and I just had to do it. Everyone loves PINAPPLE! But.. it makes a great pound of cake, I halved the recipe, and it turned out to be great! He got 10 of my
friends ripped over there wild dreams! And.. I still have it! (only when you're done, don't forget to freeze it! It takes about 1 minute to defrost on the counter, and so you can save it for a month or more) 1 can (20 ounces) crushed pineapple, undrained, separated by 1/2 cup vegetable reduction 1 cup cannibutter (2 sticks) 2 cups granulated
sugar, 6 large eggs and 3 cups sifted all-purpose flour 1 teaspoon baking powder 1/4 cup milk 1 teaspoon vanilla extract, real things come on people! 1/4 cup butter or margarine - 1 1/2 cups of confectioner's sugar (just advice. PREPARATION: Put 3/4 cup of inextricable pineapple with its juice in a small bowl; Select. Drain the remaining
pineapple and measure 1 cup; Select. Cream reduction, butter and sugar. Add the eggs, one at a time, beating thoroughly after each addition. 1 large spoon at a time, alternately with milk. Add vanilla; Stir in 3/4 cup undrained pineapple with juice and mix well. Pour the dough into a well-oiled and floured 10-inch pan of tube. Place in a
cold oven. Turn the oven to 325 and bake for 1 1/2 hours, or until the top springs back when touched lightly with your finger. Let the pineapple pound cake stand for a few minutes in the pan. You run the knife around the edges to loosen and remove the pineapple cake thoroughly to the rack. Mix butter, confectioner sugar and about 1 cup
of drained pineapple. Pour the pineapple sauce on the cake while the heat is hot. That's great! It takes about an hour, up to an hour and a half, to kick an inch 2 inch slice... F'ed me. More than 10 hours! Man made alcohol, GOD made marijuana, who do you trust more? My pineapple upside-down cake came from a West Coast trading
company that had Sativa dominate containing 22% THC. Full fern green buds with fire brown pistils and lots of small crystalline trichom, I cracked my kidneys open. After the discovery strong flavors were sweet, fruity, tropical, pineapple and taste was close to the same. The happy rise of energy followed by relaxation were the effects that
I got. Parents Pineapple Trainwreck and Cookie Monster. Budlious!! Colorful cured nuggets Upside Down cake is as alluring as its name and flavor. It radiates the aroma of pineapple, as well as nutty baked confectionery, with spicy earthen overtones. The delicious terpene profile comes from its maternal line, which is a cross between
Pineapple Trainwreck and Cookie Monster. The effects of the pineapple Upside Down cake have been described by some consumers as balanced, with the potential to produce a sudden burst of brain energy while maintaining calmness in the body. Some have described this experience as spiritual because the mind wanders through
deep thoughts. It has been observed to be relaxing while relieving pain, which is thought to involve not only THC and CBD content, but their synergy with terpenes as well. Caryophyllene is present in this strain, which has been found to interact with CB2 receptors found in the human endocannabinoid system, which is spread throughout
the body. THC levels tend to stay around high teens. The Pineapple Upside Down CakeThis strain is one of my personal favorites. It's a really strong sense of euphoria along with the basic giggles. This tension helped with my back pain and my anxiety a lot. It is also long lasting and very enjoyable. The taste is piney and quite sweet on
after taste. I've tried countless ... Read the full review of Smoked Lattocake, which is a blend on pineapple inverted cake and ice cream, no information about the strain for lattocake, so, I headed here, it was a fantastic strain with one of the toughest ive flavors ever smoked. Taste pineapple, raw, mint leaf, and woody/earthy after taste.
Definitely one to puff on fo... Read the full review of Holy smokes!! Honestly.. the body is high. Good lord! First the bald spots hit me like a wave, and then I felt every noise that hit my ears. It was intense. The giggling game is strong with this tension :) I wouldn't smoke this if I had to function or have a serious conversation. Read the full
review of One of the best highs I've had. There with Jack Herer and the Blue Dream. A really good head high with a small body high. It's great. Don't make me cough much. Kaley Kush and KK make me cough a lot. In my top five for sure. I've tried about 23 strains so far. Read the full review of My Pineapple Upside Down Cake came from
a West Coast trading company - was Sativa dominate containing 22% THC. Full fern green buds with fire brown pistils and lots of small crystal tricedom when I crack the buds open. After the discovery strong flavors were sweet, fruity, tropical, pineapple and fl. . Read the full review of STRAINS Pineapple PoundcakePineapple
PoundcakeGenetics: Pineapple OG Kush x Crystal Variety: 50% Indica / 50% Sativa Avg. Flowering time: 9-10 weeks Very heavy potency: Very high info: Pineapple Poundcake is a cash cutter's dream. Give her a lot of root space and rich organic soil, and it will reward you with giant, dense buds that sparkle like Carbon filtering will be
absolutely necessary to cover the intense flavor of Kush, fresh chopped pineapple and chewing gum. Easily the best smelling and tasting buds you'll find anywhere, with an upbeat and motivating high that medications and picks up. The Poundcake pineapple oozes with resin from the earliest stages of flowering, and will pack layer upon
layer of fresh sticky calix into massive buds. Be sure to keep an eye on the humidity level at the end of flowering to make sure you don't lose any of these beautiful mold flowers and bud-rot. Imagine the most delicious dough ever created, one that is filled with tropical flavors and makes your mouth water - do you have it in your mind?
Good, because that's exactly what a pineapple upside-down cake is like. Bred by Humboldt Seed Company, this California bud is sure to bring you a good time. With parents like Cookie Monster and Pineapple Trainwreck, how could she not? You are in for a treat with a powerful bud that tops at 25% and scents that are stellar. Nugs
round and lumpy with reddish pistils and tiny golden trichom. Its flavors include nuts and tropical fruits, and as you exhale, you also pick up savory herbs with a hint of spice. Those who advocate for complex blends certainly love everything that this bud has to offer. Pineapple Upside Down Cake is great for the end of a long day when you
just want to be happy. Your tall beings with a sense of euphoria are bliss that is only slightly energetic but brings you a place of pure joy. Relax your feet soon after and fills you with tingling from head to head. Depending on your tolerance level, you may find that this bud is great for having a drink with friends on a Friday night, or you can
smoke a ton of it to help you fall asleep quickly. Its powerful effects lend themselves to medicinal applications as well, with mental disorders topping the list of diseases it can treat. Stress and depression are not under match for the power of this strain, so if you've had a rough week, it can at least help improve your evening a bit. Body pain
including headaches, cramps, and even spasticity issues can be fixed too. Try the Pineapple Upside Down cake in smaller doses first to see how much is needed for your particular situation. Unlike many strains these days, information about growing pineapple Upside Down cake is plentiful. Said to be a light plant to manage, it will only
thrive in 7 to 8 weeks and can handle even a beginner's touch. While this strain will only make fine in most situations, experts recommend that outdoor or greenhouse cultivation can produce significantly higher yields. When you think about what to have for dessert today Let pineapple Upside Down cake be among your list of options.
Delicious flavors and a diverse set of effects can please even the most discerning cannabis lovers, so why not keep this girl handy in case? Even if you don't at all, and life goes bathing, there is no reason not to engage in a little extra relaxation. Relaxation. pineapple upside down pound cake strain
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